FEATURES & BENEFITS

The LMPC-600 wireless low profile Digital PIR Ceiling Mount Occupancy Sensor uses passive infrared (PIR) technology and one of three lenses to detect occupancy in different types of spaces for energy-efficient control of lighting and plug loads. It is a digital sensor, and is part of the NEW wireless Wattstopper Digital Lighting Management (DLM) system.

- Passive infrared occupancy sensor with a choice of three 360° lens options for different coverage patterns
- Built-in IPv6 Mesh and Bluetooth antennas provide robust signal strength and reliable communication
- Uses IPv6 Mesh to establish network communication with all DLM wireless devices
- Streamlined low profile design and optional recessed mounting, for architectural appeal
- Quick and easy wireless installation – no Cat 5e connection needed
- Snap apart sensor mask for quick and easy coverage pattern customization
- 10+ year battery life, with LED indicator for low battery alert; battery level can be viewed with wireless DLM software
- Extended height lens option for mounting up to 40’
- Bluetooth commissioning using DLM Configuration App
- Wireless Encryption: AES 128-bit symmetric key

SPECIFICATIONS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

MODELS
Product Number: LMPC-600, LMPC-600-1, LMPC-600-5, LMPC-600-RPM

GENERAL INFO
Typical Applications: Retrofit or new construction in commercial office, healthcare, and education

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The LMPC-600 wireless low profile Digital PIR Ceiling Mount Occupancy Sensor uses passive infrared (PIR) technology and one of three lenses to detect occupancy in different types of spaces for energy-efficient control of lighting and plug loads. It is a digital sensor, and is part of the NEW wireless Wattstopper Digital Lighting Management (DLM) system.

- Passive infrared occupancy sensor with a choice of three 360° lens options for different coverage patterns
- Built-in IPv6 Mesh and Bluetooth antennas provide robust signal strength and reliable communication
- Uses IPv6 Mesh to establish network communication with all DLM wireless devices
- Streamlined low profile design and optional recessed mounting, for architectural appeal
- Quick and easy wireless installation – no Cat 5e connection needed
- Snap apart sensor mask for quick and easy coverage pattern customization
- 10+ year battery life, with LED indicator for low battery alert; battery level can be viewed with wireless DLM software
- Extended height lens option for mounting up to 40’
- Bluetooth commissioning using DLM Configuration App
- Wireless Encryption: AES 128-bit symmetric key

**MODELS**

Product Number: LMPC-600, LMPC-600-1, LMPC-600-5, LMPC-600-RPM

**GENERAL INFO**

Typical Applications: Retrofit or new construction in commercial office, healthcare, and education

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

Supported Standards: Wireless - IPv6 Mesh (6LoWPAN / 802.15.4 / 2.4GHz), Bluetooth (BLE)